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Dear Nuranisa Huda Ramlan, Zainora Asmawi, Mariana Mohamed Osman, Muhammad Faris Abdullah
Department of Urban and Regional Planning, Kuliyyah of Architecture and Environmental Design, International Islamic University Malaysia, Malaysia
Congratulations !
Your abstract entitled “Environment and Social Impact Analysis of Riverfront Regeneration: River of Life (RoL), Kuala Lumpur City Hall”
submitted for AcE-Bs2019LangkawiIsland has been approved. All approved abstracts, shall be published in the AcE-Bs2019LangkawiIsland Abstract
Book (eISBN 978-0-9955269-8-3) to be freely accessible online, during the conference.
You are now requested to submit your original Full Paper which has never been published before, based on your approved Abstract, with emphasis on
Environment-Behaviour as per the conference main theme. The paper length should be between 3,000-3500 words (excluding 1 page for
References). You are advised to conform strictly to the instructions on the template attached. Your Full Paper received, shall be reviewed and
assessed by the AcE-Bs2019LangkawiIsland International Scientific Committee (ISC), currently represented by Board Members from 16 countries. The
ISC Assessment Score Sheet used to assess your paper is also attached for your guidance in preparing your Full Paper.
For authors whose first language is not English, you are advised to have your work proof read by a fluent English speaker prior to submission. Papers
can be rejected due to a poor standard of English, or plagiarised. The Grammarly grammar checker (http://www.grammarly.com) shall be used to
streamline the standard of English for the conference (score to be above 90%).
All approved Papers shall be published in the Final Draft of E-B Proceeding Journals (E-BPJ), for your reference during the conference. Only
selected papers (upon amendments made), eventually shall be published in E-BPJ, eISSN 2398-4287, Vol.4, No.12, Dec. 2019, to be freely accessible
online via www.e-iph.co.uk. The E-BPJ is currently indexed in Clarivate Analytics Web of Science (WoS), and ScienceOPEN.
Authors of papers published in the E-BPJ are entitled to submit their extended articles (4,500 words) to be published in our other jounals (ajE-Bs / jABs
/ AjBeS / AjQoL) Free of Charge ( Note: Non-conference paper is charged USD250 per article).To increase the Impact Factor (I.F) of those journals, for
your own good as well, you are encouraged to cite as many as possible (where relevant) your references from articles published in our journals,
downloaded free of charge from our Publications.
It is COMPULSORY for you to submit both Online and Email your Full Paper, Publishing Agreement, Registration Fees and Publication Charges
no later than 23 Oct 2019 (Earlybird). Additional Late Charges apply for submissions between 24 Oct -06 Nov 2019, as per the Fees Schedule on
the conference web. Papers shall not be accepted after 06 Nov 2019 (strictly).
To avoid future inconveniences and frustrations, you are kindly advised to read about the updated Conference Policy and Best Paper Awards .
See you in Langkawi Island !
Yours sincerely
Prof. Dr. Mohamed Yusoff Abbas
Chair,
AcE-Bs2019LangkawiIsland
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